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DISCLAIMER 

This document was prepared as an account of work sponsored by the 
United States Government. Neither the United States Government 
nor any agency thereof, nor The Regents of the University of Califor
nia, nor any of their employees, makes any warranty, express or im
plied, or assumes any legal liability or responsibility for the accuracy, 
completeness, or usefulness of any information, apparatus, product, 
or process disclosed, or represents that its use would not infringe pri
vately owned rights. Reference herein to any specific commercial 
product, process, or service by its trade name, trademark,. manufac
turer, or otherwise, does not necessarily constitute or imply its en
dorsement, recommendation, or favoring by the United States Gov
ernment or any agency thereof, or The Regents of the University of 
California. The views and opinions of authors .expressed herein do 
not necessarily state or reflect those of the United States Government 
or any agency thereof or The Regents of the University of California 
and shall not be used for advertising or product endorsement pur
poses. 

Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory is an equal opportunity employer. 

This report has been reproduced directly from the 
best available copy. 
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ABSTRACT 

Phoswich counters have gained widespread 
popularity as detectors for medium energy charged 
particles. They provide adequate energy resolution 
and particle identification up to atomic numbers Z 
= 20. However, the question of calibration has not 
been resolved satisfactorily. To overcome this 
difficulty we have built a Silicon-Scintillator 

. SandWICH (SISWICH). This detector consists of -
a silicon PIN photo diode glued to the front of a 
CsI (Tf) scintillator crystal. The signal coming 
from the PIN diode contains the energy loss of the 
particle in the silicon, which is fast (nuclear 
counter effect), and the light output of the 
scintillator which is slow. 

The component coming from the nuclear counter 
effect can be calibrated with a pulser. Therefore, 
since the energy loss of a particle with known Z 
has been measured, its energy is known, and this 
can be used to calibrate the signal from the 
scintillator. Results will be shown. 

INTRODUCflON 

Phoswich counters (1) - i.e. two scintillators 
with different light output decay times 
sandwiched together and viewed by one photo 
multiplier tube - have found widespread use as 
detectors for medium energy particles (2) (3) (4) 
(5). They provide moderate energy resolution 
and particle identification up to tomic numbers 
Z = 20. The detectors described in the references 
(2) to (5) use plastic scintillators with relatively 
low light output. In order to identify particles 
the detectors consist of a thin "~" layer and thick 
"E" layer. To obtain good identification photo 
multipliers with high gains and attendant stability 
problems have to be used. More recently CsI (Tf) 
has been used as the E layer (6) (7) because of its 
high light output and stopping power. A recent 
description of a very ambitious 41t detector setup 
(Dwarf Ball) using Phoswiches has been published 
by D. Stracener, et al (7). However, the question 
of calibration has not been resolved satisfactorily. 
In general the response of scintillators to 
different particles is nonlinear, and depends on the 
atomic number Z. The CsI (Tf) used in modem 
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detectors has a significant temperature dependence 
of the light output (7). An additional 
complication is the gain instability and limited 
dynamic range of photo multiplier tubes. Also, 
light pulser calibration is of limited utility, as it 
does not test the energy loss to light conversion in 
the scintillator (2) (7). 

. A group of the Max Planck Institute MUnchen 
has addressed and resolved the stability problem 
by using silicon photo diodes (8) (9). G. Blanar, et 
al (8) note in their paper, that they suffer from 
the "nuclear counter effect", where particles 
deposit their energy in the photo diode, generating 
large signals. 

THE SISWICH 

To overcome· the calibration, stability and 
dynamic range problems, we have built 8 Silicon
Scintillator Sandwich. (The name was coined in 
analogy to the PHOSWICH in (1). This detector 
consists of a silicon photo diode glued to the front 
of a CsI (Tf) scintillator crystal. The photo 
diode measures the energy loss of a traversing 
charged particle as well as the light output 
coming from the energy deposited in the 
scintillator. See Fig. 1. 

(CsI) 
SCINTILLATOR 

PHOTODIODE 

Fig. 1. The SISWICH 
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The signal deli vered by the photo diode contains 
two contributions. A fast component of the 
measured current pulse lasts for only IOns and 
corresponds to the electronic charge produced 
directly in the silicon by the traversing particle 
(nuclear counter effect (8». The second 
component is considerably slower, t .. 1 ~, and 
comes from the scintillation light decay 
corresponding to the energy loss in the CsI(Tt) . 
Both components can be separated by shaping the 
output signal coming from a charge sensitive 
preamplifier with a short peaking time(- 1 
~) and with a long peaking time (- 10~). In 
a first order approximation the pulse heights are 
given by 

Eshon =Al AE + Bl E 
Elong =A2 AE + B2 E 

with Al - A2 and BI <B2 < AI, A2. 

Therefore AE and E can be calculated 
from Eshon and Elong. The energy loss 
signal can be calibrated, as the nuclear 
counter effect generates a signal 
U = 44mV x (lpF/C) x (Ell MeV)(10). Thus a 
detector calibration can be easily provided by 
feeding known voltage steps through a calibrated 
capacitance into the input of the detector 
preamplifier system. Since the energy loss of a 
panicle in silicon of a given thickness is well 
known and only weakly energy dependent 
for panicles of medium energy 
(E> 100 MeV/nucleon). one can use the calibrated 
fast signal for panicle identification and thus fix 
the energy itself. The slow Esignal must then 
correspond to that energy. This provides an easy 
calibration of the CsI (Tt) light output including 
the optical coupling. 

This arrangement has several other advantages. 
The intrinsic electronic energy loss "gain" is more 
than five times that of the rest energy (11), 
assuming good light collecti?n. This is very 
useful for high energy panicles where the energy 
loss is small compared to the total energy. 
Furthermore only one signal line is needed per 
telescope. The detector bias is uncritical 
(- lOOV). The photo diode is ~ntrinsically linear 
« 10-4). insensitive to magnetic field, and has a 
high dynamic range (> 108) (8). 

However, these SISWICH telescopes are of 
limited use for low energy particles due to the 
minimum thickness of d .. 200 "un for 
commercially available photo diodes and the poor 
light output of the Cs! (TR) at these energies. 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

We have used a SISWICH, consisting of a 
220"un thick photo diode (FDI09D), Siemens) and 
a lxlxl cm3 CsI (TR) crystal (Bicron). The 
signal was read out with a commercial 
preamplifier (Canberra Mod 2003) and two 
spectroscopy amplifiers (Canberra Mod 2021) 
with peaking times of 1 ~ and 10 ~. Fig. 2. A 
SISWICH detector was. tested in a beam time at 
the SIS-FRS accelerator facility of OSI, Darmstadt 
(Oermany). Reaction products from 80 AxMe V 
S6Ni ions impinging on a titanium foil were 
observed under very forward angles. The 
radioactive S6Ni projectiles were produced by 
fragmentation of -200 A.MeV S8Niions on a 

. thick beryllium target and separated by the 
fragment separator (FRS), a. momentum loss 
achromat for relativistic heavy ions (15). 

DET 
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Fig. 2. SISWICH Electronics 
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Fig. 3 shows a two dimensional display of the fast 
versus the slow signal. Fig. 4 shows the energy 
loss (DE) versus the total energy' (Etot) 
calculated from these data. Fig. 5 shows an atomic 
number (Z) spectrum generated form the data in 
Fig. 4 by linearization in analogy to the methods 
of (7). 

E lot 

FRAGMENTATION OP 

4.5 GcV 56Nl 

Fig. 4. .1E vs Etot processed from Fig. 3 

z: 
Fig. 5. Atomic Number (Z) Spectrum . 

CONCLUSIONS 

We have shown that the SISWICH is a compact, 
rugged particle detector for identifying panicles 
with >SMeY/nucleon. This detector will be used 
in further experiments at SIS. In a separate 
contribution to this conference. we present a 
simple inexpensive shaping circuit for silicon 
detectors, which can also be used to process signals 
from a SISWICH (12). This work grew out of a 
masters thesis. while one of us (MRM) worked at 
NSCL MSU (13) (14). 
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